CLINIQUE LA PRAIRIE Switzerland
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nquestionably a pioneer in the field of longevity,
Clinique La Prairie focuses on preventative
medicine and nurturing aging cells. For nine decades
the wellness center has overlooked Lake Geneva and
the French Alps in the hamlet of Clarins. It was the
first spa retreat to integrate DNA testing into its health
programs, and it continues to merge scientific research
with bespoke therapies and treatments.
A spa, hospital, and hotel, Clinique La Prairie
boasts more than 50 specialists with wellness itineraries
ranging from master detoxes to rebalancing programs
and revitalization regimens. Diagnosing exactly what
a client needs through a combined medical, spa, and
holistic lens is central to each program. It’s not just what
you eat, for example, but when and how. It’s the impact
of the food on the digestive tract and internal organs,
as well as the skin and nervous system. It’s considering
your predisposed tendencies and learned habits. Every
action and response plays a part, and Clinique La Prairie
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adroitly adapts and responds. Sometimes the answer is a
visceral organ massage, other times a heavy metal test.
While each guest is on his or her own journey,
the work of identifying and rectifying nutritional
and lifestyle changes “leaves people looking radiant,
balanced, more youthful, sculpted, and in better health
by the time they leave,” says Simone Gibertoni, CEO of
the Clinique. “Our goal is to tap into advances in science
that heal inside and out.” The tools that Gibertoni and
her team have at their disposal are plentiful: rooms for
cryotherapy, infratherapy, and photostimulation. There’s
also a hammam, a Kneipp course, an ice fountain, and
a dry floating bed. Locally sourced ingredients are at
the core of head chef Sara Bussetti’s daily menus, but
it’s her attention to detail that exceeds expectation
(not everyone makes recipe tweaks by testing out nine
types of rice and four kinds of turmeric). From $20,300
for the seven-day, six-night Master Detox program;
cliniquelaprairie.com 
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